
Choose the word that does NOT belong in each group.

1.  salt  milk  information  gift

2.  sell  love  computer  learn

3.  slowly  quickly  early  perfect

Choose the correct words.

4. My sister doesn’t have                                 information on this. 

  a  an  many  much

5.                                 the singer practice hard? 

  Is  Are  Does  Do

6. Chris doesn’t                                 during break time at school. 

  study  studys  studies  studying

7. A:                                 your cat taking a nap?     B: Yes, it                                . 

  Is, is  Are, are  Does, does  Do, do

8. A:                                 are you?     B: I’m twelve years old. 

  How  How old  How tall  How far

9. I eat too                               . I want to change this bad habit. 

  fast  friendly  noisy  slow
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Choose the correct sentences.

10.  We don’t need some furniture.  

  The muffin smells greatly. 

  Don’t add too much sugar to my coffee. 

  Jake study hard every night.

11.  Kate is looking for her keys right now.   

  Look! Janet rake the leaves. 

  I want a carton of gold. 

  How is the weather like?

12.  A: Does Jane has a study plan? B: Yes, she is. 

  A: When are you leaving? B: No, I don’t. 

  A: How’s the weather? B: It’s sunny and bright. 

  A: Is Alex taking a walk? B: No, he doesn’t.

13.  We need some carrot for today’s dinner. 

  Jack is reading hardly. 

  We’d like two glass of orange juice.  

  His idea sounds really exciting.

Complete the dialogues.

14. A: Does she write in her diary every night?

 B: No,                                                    .

15. A:                                                                               your place from City Hall?

 B: My place is five blocks away from City Hall.
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Write the correct forms of the words in the blanks.

16. James and his sister                                              people at a nursing home right now. 

17. I will buy two                                              of                                              for dinner. 

Make a sentence. Change the forms when necessary.

18. have his family classic book plenty of

                                                                                                                                                            .

Change the sentences into questions.

19. The farmer grows many vegetables. 

                                                                                                                                                            

20. The boys are writing letters very slowly. 
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 help 

 loaf  bread 
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